Clinical identification of feeding and swallowing disorders in 0–6 month old infants with Down syndrome
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Abstract

Feeding and swallowing disorders have been described in children with a variety of neurodevelopmental disabilities, including Down syndrome (DS). Abnormal feeding and swallowing can be associated with serious sequelae such as failure to thrive and respiratory complications, including aspiration pneumonia. Incidence of dysphagia in young infants with DS has not previously been reported. To assess the identification and incidence of feeding and swallowing problems in young infants with DS, a retrospective chart review of 174 infants, ages 0 to 6 months was conducted at a single specialty clinic. Fifty-seven percent (100/174) of infants had clinical concerns for feeding and swallowing disorders that warranted referral for Videofluoroscopic Swallow Study (VFSS); 96/174 (55%) had some degree of oral and/or pharyngeal phase dysphagia and 69/174 (39%) had dysphagia severe enough to warrant recommendation for alteration of breast milk/formula consistency or non-oral feeds. Infants with certain comorbidities had significant risk for significant dysphagia, including those with functional airway/respiratory abnormalities (OR=7.2). Infants with desaturation with feeds were at dramatically increased risk (OR=15.8). All young infants with DS should be screened clinically for feeding and swallowing concerns. If concerns are identified, consideration should be given to further evaluation with VFSS for identification of dysphagia and additional feeding modifications.
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Introduction

The majority of individuals with Down syndrome (DS) have 47 chromosomes including an extra copy of human chromosome 21. DS has an incidence of ~1/800 live births [de Graaf et al., 2017], and the phenotypes associated with DS are variable in manifestation and severity. Cognitive impairment is a hallmark of DS, and 40–50% of those with Ts21 have cardiac abnormalities. Essentially all individuals with DS have distinguishing craniofacial features including brachycephaly, midface hypoplasia, flattened face, short nose with a flat nasal bridge, and a small oral cavity [Allanson et al., 1993; Fischer-Brandies et al., 1986; Hennequin et al., 1999; Richtsmeier et al., 2000; Starbuck et al., 2011; Venail et al., 2004].

The risk of orofacial malformations is over five times greater in infants with DS than those without [Cleves et al., 2007]. Oropharyngeal deficits in Trisomy 21 (Ts21) may begin in utero and alter the suckle-swallow movement after birth [Guihard-Costa et al., 2006; Hennequin et al., 1999]. Common consequences of feeding and swallowing abnormalities in DS after birth include delayed sucking, problems with breast and bottle feeding as well as mastication, tendency for the mouth to be open while resting and drooling, and silent aspiration of liquid or semi-liquid food [Hennequin et al., 1999]. Feeding and breathing may be significantly impaired in infants with DS, possibly impacted by low muscle tone, and may continue through adulthood [Hennequin et al., 2005; Shott, 2006; Spender et al., 1996]. Poor chewing, difficulties swallowing, choking and gagging, as well as aspiration are typical feeding and swallowing problems reported in individuals with Ts21 [Cooper-Brown et al., 2008].

Although approximately 25% of adults with DS exhibited some type of feeding problem in a cross-sectional survey of parents of children with DS in France [Hennequin et al., 2000], relatively few studies have examined feeding and swallowing problems and related sequelae within young infant DS populations. Studies of individuals with DS in clinical populations (convenience samples that may not be generalizable to the entire population) ranging from infants to adults found feeding problems in up to 80% of these individuals including delayed feeding milestones, oral motor difficulties, and oral hypersensitivity [Cullen et al., 1981; Field et al., 2003; Hennequin et al., 2000; Pipes and Holm, 1980; Spahis and Wilson, 1999]. Examination of oral and pharyngeal phase swallowing in 19 children with DS (all under 4 years of age, average age 24 months) using an oral and feeding assessment followed by a videofluoroscopic modified barium swallow (VMBS) test identified pharyngeal phase abnormalities in 16 of 19 children and aspiration in 10 of 19 children [Frazier and Friedman, 1996]. In this group, it was determined that the severity of clinically observed oral phase problems did not predict aspiration, and the authors concluded that there was a need to “broaden the assessment of children with Down syndrome to include a look at the pharyngeal phase of their swallow and their oral sensory status.” When pharyngeal dysphagia (PD) was specifically examined in 201 children with DS, 58% of children (ages one month to 16 years, average age at PD diagnosis was 1.69 years) were identified from a clinical setting with clinical evidence of PD that was confirmed by videofluoroscopic swallow studies (VFSS) [O’Neill and Richter, 2013]. The authors concluded from these results that “PD is common, persistent, and should be routinely explored in children with DS.” An examination of oral and pharyngeal dysphagia on 158 children with DS (ages one
month to 18 years, average age was 2.10 years) showed that 66% exhibited oral phase
dysphagia and 56% of individuals with DS given a VFSS had PD [Jackson et al., 2016].
Additionally, this study found that in this wide age range of children, oral phase dysphagia
did not predict PD and that most individuals with DS who aspirated did so silently. They
recommended that the “physician threshold for referring children with Down syndrome for
swallow studies should be low.” Taken together, these studies indicate that feeding and
swallowing abnormalities are common in children with DS and need more detailed
examination.

The occurrence of other phenotypes at the same time as feeding and swallowing difficulties
(comorbidities) has not been well defined, likely due to small sample sizes and
heterogeneous samples. When feeding difficulties were examined with other phenotypes in
studies including infants with DS, delayed feeding milestones were correlated with moderate
or severe congenital heart disorders and low muscle tone [Cullen et al., 1981]. Others have
shown that feeding milestones were influenced by hypotonia, poor suck/swallow
coordination, cardiac problems, prematurity and infant fatigue and lethargy [Spahis and
Wilson, 1999]. Additionally, a high correlation was found between food refusal or dysphagia
and gastroesophageal reflux [Field et al., 2003]. Comorbidities were found in children with
PD, but were not analyzed due to the complexity and heterogeneity of the comorbidities
[O’Neill and Richter, 2013]. Conversely, other small studies of infants with DS found no
correlation between the severity of oral motor difficulties and aspiration [Frazier and
Friedman, 1996], no increased incidence of dysphagia or food refusal in children with
cardiopulmonary disease [Lewis and Kritzinger, 2004], and no correlations between feeding
difficulties and other anomalies [Lewis and Kritzinger, 2004]. Taken together, these varied
studies identified feeding and swallowing issues in individuals with DS at all ages, but did
not specifically examine enough age-matched infants to consistently and conclusively
identify common significant comorbidities and predictive variables that may help identify
feeding and swallowing issues in infants with DS.

The present study examined feeding and swallowing difficulties in infants with DS who
presented for care to a Down syndrome specialty clinic and examined potential
comorbidities that may help identify infants at greater risk for pharyngeal dysphagia.

**Method**

**Participants:**

A retrospective chart review was conducted of 178 infants with Down syndrome that were
referred to the Down Syndrome Program at Riley Hospital for Children in Indianapolis, IN,
a specialty consultation clinic providing multidisciplinary care for children from birth until
adulthood. Individuals are referred from throughout the state of Indiana, as well as
neighboring states of Ohio, Michigan, Illinois and Kentucky. The clinic provides
comprehensive medical, as well as developmental, consultation pertaining to the care of
children with DS ranging from birth to 21 years of age. During the study period, a team of
three developmental pediatricians, as well as pediatric nurse practitioners, dietitians, social
workers and family support personnel staffed the clinic. A pediatric speech-language
pathologist was also present for consultation for a portion of the study period. Physicians
and nurse practitioners participated in medical assessments, including identifying clinical signs or symptoms of feeding and swallowing disorders (poor growth/failure to thrive [FTT], poor or slow feeding/feeding refusal; coughing or choking with feeds; chronic respiratory concerns; tachypnea or noisy breathing with feeds; desaturation or cyanosis with feeds; or pneumonia). Infants with signs or symptoms of feeding and swallowing disorders (both inpatient and outpatient) underwent Video Fluoroscopic Swallowing Study (VFSS) by a trained, experienced examiner (speech-language pathologist, neonatal nurse practitioner or developmental pediatrician with expertise in feeding issues), and results were independently reviewed and reported by a staff radiologist. Pulse oximetry was used during the VFSS to document presence or absence of oxygen desaturation with feeds, as per institutional standard care at the time this study data was collected.

**Chart review:**

The criteria for selection for this study were that the infant was diagnosed with DS, received care between August 2005 to June 2010, and during that time was between birth and 6 months (corrected for prematurity, if indicated). All charts from infants that were seen in the clinic during this time that met this criteria were included in the chart review. Four of the 178 charts were eliminated because of insufficient information, and data from 174 infants were included in this study. Data were collected from the hospital records and clinic charts including a wide range of clinical data and the de-identified data was entered into an Excel spreadsheet. Authors NS, NB, and SBJ who were trained and overseen by CD and MAS obtained data. Each individual overlapped with another individual in collecting data from the same chart on ~10% of the charts to assure that each person collected the same data. The majority of the data collected were qualitative and not subject to interpretation, and any questions were referred to CD or MAS. Data collection included basic demographic information including race and gender, gestational age at birth, and growth status along with information regarding a wide range of medical issues and comorbidities including cardiac, pulmonary, endocrine, gastrointestinal (GI), developmental, and neurologic. Specific information collected on feeding and swallowing included route of feeding (breast, bottle, nasogastric or gastrostomy tube), type of feed (breast milk or formula), and alterations in feeding (thickened liquid or increased caloric intake), oromotor dysfunction, desaturation, tachypnea, feeding refusal, nasopharyngeal regurgitation and pharyngeal pooling. For the feeding evaluation, aspiration (with thin, thick [nectar], thick [honey], or puree feeds), and penetration (with thin, thick [nectar], thick [honey], or puree feeds) were noted. Institutional review board approval was obtained for this study from Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI) and Clarian Institutional Review Boards.

**Statistical analysis:**

Basic descriptive and bivariate statistics with odds ratios and confidence intervals were calculated using IBM SPSS (Armonk, New York) version 20. An alpha of 0.05 was used. Infants with oral and/or pharyngeal phase dysphagia with alterations in feeding strategies compared to those without these parameters were stratified on the comorbidities of interest.
Results

The 174 infants with DS included in this study were 0–6 months of age, with an average gestational age at birth of 37.2 weeks. Age was corrected for prematurity, if indicated. The average birth weight was 2978 g, 52% of the infants were male, and ethnicity was 68% White/non-Hispanic; 9% Black; 7% Hispanic; 5% Asian; and 11% unknown/not documented. Karyotypes showed Down syndrome was caused by trisomy 21 (93%), Robertsonian translocation (4%), mosaic trisomy 21 (1.5%) and unknown (1.5%, i.e. karyotype report not available in medical record due to being performed at outside institution). Patients were referred from both inpatient and outpatient settings. Infants in this study presented with a variety of medical comorbidities including cardiac, neurological, gastrointestinal, feeding, pulmonary, auditory, and endocrine abnormalities.

Based on clinical concerns indicative of feeding and swallowing disorders observed by physicians and nurse practitioners in the Down Syndrome Clinic (slow growth/FTT, slow feeding/feeding refusal, coughing or choking with feeds, chronic respiratory problems including pneumonia, noisy breathing with feeds, or oxygen desaturation or cyanosis with feeds), it was determined that 100/174 infants warranted referral for a Videoflouroscopic Swallowing Study (VFSS). Three individuals that were referred for a VFSS also had a tracheostomy and one was chronically ventilator dependent. VFSS results indicated that 96/100 of the infants referred for the study (55% of the total group of infants) had some degree of oral (weak, inefficient or uncoordinated suck) or pharyngeal (pooling, penetration or aspiration) phase dysphagia. Of those studied, 69/100 or 69% (39% of the total group), had dysphagia severe enough to warrant recommendation for alteration of the consistency of breast milk or formula or non-oral feeds.

Other variables that may have contributed to the oral and/or pharyngeal phase dysphagia with required alterations in feeding strategies were also evaluated. These included respiratory issues such as dynamic upper airway obstruction as revealed by a bronchoscopy and/or abnormal sleep study (NPSG or OPSG); wheezing or reactive airway disease (RAD) requiring treatment with bronchodilators; chronic inhaled steroid use; history of pneumonia; or oxygen requirement. Additionally, desaturation with feedings, weight at birth (below 10% of CDC defined weight percentile was considered underweight for this study), prematurity and severe congenital heart disease were evaluated (Table 1). Severe congenital heart disease for the purpose of this study was defined as structural congenital heart disease requiring medication treatment (diuretics or digoxin) and/or requiring surgical intervention in the first 6 months of life. This analysis revealed that infants with desaturation with feedings (OR=15.8), and infants with functional airway/respiratory anomalies (OR=7.2) had a significantly increased risk for oral and/or pharyngeal phase dysphagia that required alterations in feeding strategies. Infants that were underweight (OR=2.4) and premature infants (OR=1.7) displayed an increased risk for dysphagia. Infants with severe CHD were not at a higher risk for dysphagia (OR=0.5) (Figure 1).
Discussion

Over 50% of infants with DS in this study from a DS specialty clinic had a clinical concern that indicated a possible problem with feeding and swallowing. VFSS indicated that 96% percent of these infants with a clinical feeding and/or swallowing concern had some manifestation of oral and/or pharyngeal phase dysphagia. VFSS findings suggesting increased safety with altered feeding consistency or route in 69% of those examined with VFSS. It is noted that for this study, alterations of breast milk or formula consistency or recommendation for non-oral feeds documentation was collected, but recommendations related to changes in nipple type or flow or recommendations for other feeding strategies, such as change in positioning or pacing of feeds, were not included in the information gathered. This is important, given variations in institutional practice and evolving practices related to interventions that have occurred over time. Given that this study was focused on identification of dysphagia, rather than specific interventions, the actual interventions are only relevant in that some of the 31/100 infants with oropharyngeal dysphagia that did not require alteration of feeding consistency or non-oral feeds may still have required interventions to support safe oral feeding.

Because the data was taken from a large tertiary center that is partially comprised of a referral population, there was the potential for higher clinical severity in the population studied, leading to a possible overestimate of the incidence of feeding or swallowing disorders and therefore dysphagia. Interestingly, however, comparable to the 40–50% incidence of CHD found in other studies, CHD was observed in 41% of the infants in this study, suggesting a representative population that was not skewed toward higher severity. Our finding of 55% of infants with dysphagia agrees with three large studies in clinical settings that found 57% (≤ 2 years), 58% (0–17 years) and 56% (0–18 years) incidence of feeding problems and dysphagia, in children with DS [Jackson et al., 2016; O’Neill and Richter, 2013; Spahis and Wilson, 1999].

This study may, however, underestimate the incidence of dysphagia in infants with DS. Patients identified by this study as having feeding and swallowing disorders include only those identified by physicians or nurse practitioners with clinical concerns for feeding or swallowing disorders who additionally underwent VFSS. Not included are patients for whom clinical concern for feeding and/or swallowing was identified, but VFSS was not completed due to parent preference, or other reasons (number unknown). Additionally, the decision for VFSS was based entirely on clinical judgment. Although poor growth, feeding, and respiratory issues were used clinically as indication for study, not all patients with these risk factors were studied; nor did all patients recommended for VFSS complete the study. Also, an additional 7% of the infants in this study received non-oral feeding without having a VFSS, based presumably on clinical judgment of the child’s medical care team. Thus, the reported incidence of feeding and swallowing disorders in infants with DS in this study may underestimate the actual incidence.

Two previous studies of feeding and swallowing difficulties in children with DS found no correlation between oral phase dysphagia and aspiration [Frazier and Friedman, 1996], or oral and pharyngeal phase dysphagia [Jackson et al., 2016]. While oral and pharyngeal
phase dysphagia were not specifically divided in the current study, we found that 96% of infants with clinical signs and symptoms of feeding and swallowing disorders (poor growth/failure to thrive [FTT], poor or slow feeding/feeding refusal; coughing or choking with feeds; chronic respiratory concerns; tachypnea or noisy breathing with feeds; desaturation or cyanosis with feeds; or pneumonia) had an abnormal VFSS that was characterized as oral and/or pharyngeal dysphasia. Differences between this and previous studies include analysis of a large population of infants ages 0–6 months, and a possible different clinically defined threshold for identification of potential feeding and swallowing difficulties in infants with DS.

We examined the prevalence of respiratory abnormalities, desaturation with feeds, severe CHD, prematurity and weight at birth as possible comorbid conditions of a large number of 0–6 month old infants with DS with dysphagia. Previous reports indicated a correlation of delays in feeding milestones in children with DS with moderate to severe heart disease (n = 114, 6–36 months) [Cullen et al., 1981], and feeding difficulties in children with DS (n = 20, 12–48 months) were correlated with exhaustion (associated with heart defects and low muscle tone) and aspiration [Lewis and Kritzinger, 2004]. Aspiration was also listed as a concern for children with DS (n = 19, 3–36 months) with feeding and swallowing problems [Frazier and Friedman, 1996]. Cardiac abnormalities were implicated in feeding difficulties of infants with DS (n=216, less than 24 months) [Spahis and Wilson, 1999]. In contrast, cardiac problems were not correlated with feeding difficulties in other studies of 204 (1–39 years) [Hennequin et al., 2000], 22 (1 month-12 years) [Field et al., 2003], or 403 (infant) individuals with DS [Ergaz-Shaltiel et al., 2017]. Our retrospective study of 174 infants with DS 0–6 month of age found that those infants with desaturation with feedings and functional airway/respiratory anomalies were at a significantly higher risk for oral and/or pharyngeal phase dysphagia that required alterations in feeding strategies. Infants with DS who were underweight or premature were at increased risk for dysphagia. We found that severe CHD did not provide a significant increased risk for dysphagia. However, there were eight patients with severe CHD and one additional individual with (non-severe) CHD who had non-oral feedings without documentation of VFSS, possibly underestimating risk for this group. Our large number of infants with DS at a similar time point likely allowed us to identify significant comorbidities related to dysphagia at an early developmental stage, whereas other studies with more scattered ages of individuals with DS were not able to identify specific comorbidities.

The current findings provide additional support for the 2011 (reaffirmed in 2018; see: http://pediatrics.aappublications.org/content/141/5/e20180518) AAP Health Supervision for Children with Down Syndrome recommendation that “all infants with clinical signs for feeding abnormalities be given a radiographic swallowing assessment” [Bull and Committee on, 2011]. The current results indicate that infants with DS who have functional airway/respiratory anomalies, or had desaturation with feedings were at a significant risk for dysphagia. Other abnormalities including slow feeding, choking with feeds, chronic aspiration, marked hypotonia or an unexpected failure to thrive may also be indicative of the need for a radiographic swallowing assessment [Bull and Committee on, 2011; McDowell and Craven, 2011]. A study of speech language pathologists found that feeding was examined in ~35% of 0–3 year old individuals with DS [Meyer et al., 2017]. Both feeding
and swallowing management were among the top five areas that speech language pathologists wished they had more time to address in 0–3 year old individuals with DS. Many have advocated for a low threshold of clinical signs to examine feeding and swallowing in children with DS [Bassett and Musso, 2017; Jackson et al., 2016]. Taken together, prior studies and current data from this retrospective study suggest the need for a prospective controlled longitudinal study of dysphagia in infants and children with DS to identify measures that can be taken in infants with DS that will improve feeding and swallowing abnormalities with increased age. Overall, the current results indicate a need for a heightened awareness and examination for feeding and swallowing abnormalities in infants with DS and support clinical screening of all young infants with DS.

Conclusions

Infants with DS presented with a high incidence of clinical concerns for feeding or swallowing abnormalities exhibited a high incidence of dysphagia that was confirmed by VFSS. Of those displaying oral and/or pharyngeal phase dysphagia, the majority merited recommendations for alterations in feeding protocols. Infants with desaturation with feedings and respiratory/airway anomalies had a significant risk for feeding and swallowing disorders. Infants with DS who were premature or underweight had an increased risk for dysphagia. These data support the clinical screening of all infants with DS for feeding and swallowing abnormalities and evaluation with appropriate studies as indicated.
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Figure 1.
Odds ratios of traits comorbid with oral and/or pharyngeal phase dysphagia with alterations in feeding strategies in infants with DS. A significant risk for oral and/or pharyngeal phase dysphagia requiring alterations in feeding strategies was seen with respiratory/airway abnormalities and desaturation with feeds (p<0.0001). An increased risk of dysphagia was found in infants who were premature or underweight. No significant increased risk was seen with severe CHD. Confidence intervals (CI) are listed above each category.
Table 1.

Prevalence of Comorbidities and Number of Videofluoroscopic Swallow Studies (VFSS) Performed in Infants with Down Syndrome

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Total (% of 174)</th>
<th>Completed VFSS (N=100)</th>
<th>Abnormal VFSS (N=96)</th>
<th>Abnormal VFSS and required alteration of feeding (N=69)</th>
<th>Infants without VFSS (N=74)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory Abnormalities</td>
<td>n=63 (36%)</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desaturation with feeds</td>
<td>n=41 (24%)</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe CHD</td>
<td>n=40 (23%)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prematurity</td>
<td>n=37 (21%)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underweight</td>
<td>n=25 (14%)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>